Telescope Packing and Transport Tutorial

The knobs with **GREEN** colored dots are the **ONLY** knobs that should be adjusted...

There are two booklets and one red/white headlight in the pouch...
USING THE TELESCOPE

Loosen the side clamp knob (green dots around the slot) and lift up the OTA (Optical Tube Assembly)...

Tighten the knob to secure and prevent the OTA from falling down...
Remove the aperture end cap prior to using, and *NEVER* point the telescope at, or attempt to look at the sun! Blindness and serious damage to the telescope will occur... *An Adult* should always be present when children are using the telescope at home to ensure the safe and correct use of the telescope.
STORING THE TELESCOPE

Put the aperture end cap on the front of the Optical Tube Assembly...

Replace the cardboard disc under the Optical Tube Assembly...
Lower the OTA down and firmly press down onto the cardboard...

Be certain that the eyepiece and focuser is turned all the way in to the "parked position", as shown in the illustrations...

Also be certain that the EZ-Finder knob switch (with the green dot) is turned off... Listen for the click as you turn the EZ-Finder switch to off!
Make sure that the EZ-Finder is **NOT** pressing against the hand holder and that there is a space between the EZ-Finder and the hand holder...

And then tighten the side clamp knob to secure it in place...
Insert the pillows as pictured, to protect the telescope when in transit...

Lay the telescope down with handle up and EZ-Finder and focuser cushioned from the inside of the tote with the second pillow as shown... **Remember**, any contact pressure on the EZ Finder might damage the finder and will cause EZ Finder to go out of alignment!!